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I was born in Colombia, the daughter of a large family where
the only professions allowed involved engineers, doctors,
financiers, teachers and lawyers. I was born an artist, an
artist who became an engineer and a banker, an artist
who moved to Canada, an artist who a few years into her
professional life realized she couldn’t fight the urge to create art.
And so my heart went where it felt it belonged, and I traded
excel models and my successful career in finance for paint tubes,
enamel jars and sable brushes. Now I aim to make my contribution
to the world by painting the magic of my own reality…

Art was calling, so I
left my career in high
finance and traded it
for brushes and paint
tubes.		

“I paint the magic of my reality”
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My work offers an unconventional view of common
day life... a compilation of emotions and life
experiences based on a contemporary perspective.
Through my art, I explore my own experience
with social, political and emotional issues in the
form of paintings or photographs. I consider my
art a visual diary, my life through my hands.

My work is colourful, bold and in some people’s
words: “unapologetically heart-warming”. I use large
surfaces incorporating vernacular designs in modern
settings. The result...texturized aesthetic glitches
that aim to connect viewers at an emotional level.

Within my art, a variety of characters interact amidst an
eclectic array. These people, animals, places, shapes
and objects have influenced my life, some more than
others. It is from their inner drama, their passions and
beliefs, or better yet, it is from their own being that my
soul feeds off to give life to my characters.		

Carolina

Metamorphosis
This painting contains several
fantastic elements including a
paradoxical combination of day
and night, which intends to upset
a fundamental premise of life.
The darkness of the sky and the
lake become unsettling as the
yellow trees shine bright during a
sunny fall day. In turn, the light of
the trees makes the darkness of
the mountains even more impenetrable, cold and harsh, but with a
seductive air that makes trying to
conquer them irresistable.
In the midst of this paradox, a woman vanishes into time and space a metamorphosis into nature.
She is one with nature
and nature is one with her.
The reflection on the lake accentuates her presence as her out-ofsync shadow explodes before becoming one with the trees.

Enamel and Silver
Leaf on Wood
72 IN × 78 IN

52 Weeks of a Beating Heart

52

roses.

One for each week in a
year of my life, in a year
of your life, in a year of
your mother's, father's,
son's, friend's life...
Like a symphony of
shades, from dark to light,
from pain to happiness
to pain again… a rollercoaster of emotions, illusions, desolation and
eternal hope.		
One stem for one life,
a life that will carry 52
roses every year till
the end of time.

Enamel and Silver
Leaf on Wood
72 IN × 78 IN

Children of War
Children of War, 2018
Enamel on Wood
144 IN × 40 IN

In four panels, each representing a season in a
year, “Children of War” depicts the struggle children face as war ends.
Using a monochromatic colour scheme, an array
of clouds mimics the conflict’s evolution. From
right to left, winds of peace struggle to blow away
senseless strife.
Standing at crossroads, children and young adults
struggle with what to do with their lives. Here, this
fundamental inflection point in their lives is represented by a bridge that appears to abruptly come
to an end. Children are forced to choose between
turning back to a dismantled society or jumping
into the abyss… hoping that in fact the bridge continues under the clouds.

Children of War
I have experienced war in
my beloved Colombia. My
story, however, would never compare to that of the
children whose childhoods
were robbed by a war they
did not understand. My story
is far from that of those recruited into armed groups,
far from extreme poverty
and from a society who simply stopped caring about
its young. And yet, I was
one of the lucky ones able
to find the path on the other side of the bridge, in my
new home called Canada.
With this painting I honoured the little warriors
who have survived being
able to find their way. I also
honoured the less fortunate children whose spirts
have been forever crushed
by war... a red balloon with
a broken string, finally,
soars freely into the sky.
Children of War, 2018
Enamel on Wood
144 IN × 40 IN

10 Little Birds

Oil and Enamel on Board
60 IN × 72 IN

10 Little Birds takes place in a magical forest, where it is day
and night at the same time and the sky becomes part of the
tree trunks. In the painting, 10 Little Birds have made this forest their forever home. You would have to look really carefully
if you wanted to find them as they are only 0.5 to 1” tall and
their feathers camouflage into the leaves or with the sky. They
have indeed became part of the forest.
Each little bird has its own story. Two of my favourites are blue
ones, one which flew from another one of my paintings just to
live in this enchanted forest, and the other one which is simply
an angry bird.

Eternal
Mixed Media on Board
78 IN x 78 IN

In a swirl of light, she emerged
from the darkness bringing light to the earth. With
her eternal dance, her dress
spreads the smell of roses, the
smell of life. She gives colour
to nature and peace to the loving hearts. He has been forever captivated by her beauty, eternally loving her.

Parallel World
This painting was commissioned for a very special woman. It is full of magical
realism symbolisms that aim to encapsulate some of the essence of the life of
this remarkable lady.
The main scene of the painting takes place outside of a window plane…. In
a parallel world where her inner child can run freely and jump onto clouds
made out of cotton… this represents her passion for traveling, and that little
girl who discovered the enormity of the world when she was eight.
The girl is wearing red boots; we associate the color red with passion, it’s
impulsive, explosive, bold. Red shoes, especially red boots, is the sartorial
equivalent of shouting I am a woman, hear me roar.
The sky on the painting is made out of waves, representing the many oceans
she has conquered throughout her life. It also has the shape of an erupting
volcano, a reminder of her last trip of south East Asia.
A lion head sits vigilant on the upper right corner.In the kingdom of spirit
animals, the lion wins the prize for most relentless fighter in the face of life
challenges. The lion spirit animal represents courage, force and strength in
overcoming difficulties.

Enamel on Board
72 IN × 60 IN

The Connaught Flower

Standing beautifully, she
sat proudly on her made
up throne. Her colours
splendid, her fragrance
sublime… a true London
majesty at the famous Connaught Hotel in Mayfair.Cupid’s spell as his arrow follows everywhere you walk.

Enamel on Board and
Silver Leaf
30 IN ×60 IN

Wilted Flowers

At his eighty something years of age,
he sat pensive in his gilded cage.
Holding in his hands three roses: fame, fortune and love.

Acrylic, 18 Karat Gold and
Silver Leaf on Wood
36 IN × 36 IN

Rubix
Gold
The painting is a representation
of one’s life. The cube is colourful,
complex...mysterious. And like in
real life, some love it, others can’t
stand it, for a few it is just indifferent and some others are simply obsessed with it.
Silver is being poured into the Rubix Cube, and Gold comes out it...
it represents a person’s ability to
transform silver into gold throughout his/her life.
Enamel on Board
48 IN x 48 IN

The Essence of Life

The glass bottle symbolizes a person’s existence...
In the bottle, multicolour layers give live to a magical shape. The bottle, the colours, the shades…
together, they form a complex and beautiful life.
The
bottle
dances
on
an
18
karat gold backdrop, as it should every single life...after all, what is the essence of life?

Acrylic and 18 Karat Gold Leaf on Wood
36 IN × 24 IN

River Rocks

Enamel on Board
30 IN ×60 IN

I saw these rocks sitting in a pile by a river at my parents’ farm. And I thought
how attractive yet strange this river was.
The river was the river, the same one I have seen since I remember remembering…yet its water had never been the same…always flowing, always moving around.
I wonder where the river would go next. I wonder if more of these beauties
would be left behind.

Cupid is Playing Fast and Loose

Inspired by the colourful streets of Portugal my Cupid comes to life. As soon as I saw
this picture, I imagined him going around
town playfully throwing arrows at carefree people… If you look carefully, you will
see there is no escape from Cupid’s spell as
his arrow follows everywhere you walk.

Oil and Enamel on Canvas
48 IN × 72 IN

The Amazing Spider-Man

“When I look in your eyes, and you’re
looking back in mine, everything
feels not quite normal. Because I feel
stronger and weaker at the same time,
I feel excited and at the same time terrified. The truth is I don’t know what I
feel, except I know what kind of man I
want to be.” The Amazing Spider-Man

Mixed Media on Board
48 IN × 48 IN

Play Like a Girl

Mixed Media on Board
36 IN × 36 IN
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